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STATEMENT BY MAXWELL PLAYER,
Mawland Quarantine Station Pty Limited
Mawland is pleased to present the 2013-2014 Sustainability Report which reflects the ongoing monitoring
of some 150 indicators across the cultural, environmental, social and economic aspects of the site and
the activities of QStation. Improvements are being made in all aspects of the monitoring with the
exception of our economic sustainability. Further developments of our markets, especially the leisure
market will be required to ensure this is achieved.
Mawland Group has now completed work on all operational buildings on site and continues to conduct
extensive conservation, maintenance and interpretive works. Major upgrades and work continue on
infrastructure such as roadways, sewer, signage and electricity supply. In 2013-2014 we have also been
concentrating on improving our environmental footprint and have revised our maintenance, cleaning,
transport and acquisitions policies to ensure all aspects of our operations on the site offer the best
environmental outcomes for the Park.
Mawland is proud to announce that in 2013-2014 we were awarded:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2014 NSW Tourism Silver Award Unique Accommodation
2014 NSW Tourism Award Finalist Heritage and Cultural Tourism
2014 Finalist Best Boutique Hotel _HM Awards
2014 Finalist Best Meetings and Conferencing Property HM Awards
2014 Finalist Service to the Community HM Awards
2014 Finalist Environmental Program HM Awards
2013 SKAL Sustainable Development Tourism Award
2013 NSW Green Globe Award for Heritage Sustainability
Nominee World Responsible Tourism Award
2013 Your Community Heritage Grant- Roof repainting and continued arterial road restoration
2013-14

We have applied for a Rehabilitation and Restoration Grant for Vegetation Management and expect
a response to same in March 2015. We were unsuccessful in our application for an emergency grant to
assist restoration of the unique windows in Building P27.
Conservation and cataloguing work continues on the moveable heritage collection and we have a
full-time curator who is concentrating on display and interpretational signage of our collection. In 2012
Grants were received from the Australian Research Council Linkage Programme, in conjunction with
the University of Sydney, for the Project “Stories from the Sandstone”- which was detailed in our
2012Annual Report. This project has continued in 2013-14 and an update is presented later in this Report.
As always, our operations in 2013-2014 were focussed on increasing revenue and improving the guest
experience to ensure that Q Station builds up a solid operating and revenue base. This is proving difficult
and requires constant cooperation with our co-proponent, The Office of Environment and HeritageDepartment of Premier and Cabinet, to ensure site viability, efficiency and health.
There were very high attendance rates on the two Open Community Days. Mawland remains active in
the local and wider community, participating in the Manly Chamber of Commerce, North Head
Stakeholders Group, Manly Council Sustainable Tourism Committee, Manly Food and Wine Festival,
Manly Jazz Festival, Fund Raising for Bear Cottage, The Rainbow Club, Oxfam, local charities, schools
and sporting clubs. We remain very proud of our fundraising for The National Parks Foundation through
our Frog Programme where all guests are given the opportunity to buy a small toy frog to show their
support for the Foundation. Over $30 000 has been raised by this initiative, which sponsors the
Foundation’s Backyard Buddy Programme.
QStation remains committed to continued support of the NGO not for profit Sala Bai Hotel School in
Siem Reap Cambodia.
Monitoring of bandicoots, seagrass and vermin was continued throughout the year and is detailed in
the 2013-2014 IMAMS Reports and Quarterly Monitoring Data prepared by OEH.
ACCOR Hotels continues to manage the hotel operations of the site in accordance with their exacting
international standards. This appointment is purely operational and requires strict adherence to the
terms of the Lease. Mawland remains the key stakeholder and point of contact for the purposes of lease
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compliance and governance, heritage and cultural maintenance and financial arrangements with The
Office of Environment and Heritage.
Mawland is proud to be associated with this wonderful site and Mawland has integrated environmental
management and sustainable management practices into operation of a successful hotel. We are
proud that the success of the site is bringing local and international awareness of this iconic Sydney site
and allows the hopes and dreams of those who passed through it to be remembered.

Max Player (Director)
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STATEMENT FROM THE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENT AND HERITAGE

I am pleased to present the Quarantine Station 2013-14 Annual Environment Report. The report
summarises the operational performance of the North Head Quarantine Station
redevelopment, located within Sydney Harbour National Park.
The redevelopment has revitalised the Quarantine Station site and has allowed its outstanding
natural and cultural heritage values to be appreciated by thousands of visitors each year.
Several of our key achievements in 2013-14 includes:
–

Ongoing delivery of tour and education program for independent visitors and schools.

–

Ongoing conservation works on the site’s sixty-plus buildings.

–

Conservation and display of the site’s large moveable heritage collection.

–

Sustainability monitoring and reporting on a diverse range of conservation and tourism
indices.

–

Ongoing pest control programmes and monitoring of threatened fauna populations.

Throughout 2013-14 the Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) maintained its regulatory
oversight of the Quarantine Station’s operations programs.
We acknowledge the complex environmental planning approval framework for the
Quarantine Station Conservation and Adaptive Reuse Project. Experience in operations has
provided OEH and Mawland Quarantine Station with an opportunity to review what works in
terms of visitor services, site management and regulatory approvals.
The proposed
modifications to the planning approval will be an opportunity for OEH and Mawland
Quarantine Station to work together with the community to achieve long term operational
outcomes.

Deon van Rensburg
Director Greater Sydney Branch
Park Operations
NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service
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1.

BACKGROUND

This is the 2013-2014 Sustainability Report for the site known as the former North Head
Quarantine Station, its tourism activities and business.

Site map of North Head Quarantine Station
The site is leased to Mawland Quarantine Station (MQS) by the Minister administering the
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. The Office of Environment and Heritage, of which National
Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) is a part of, administers the lease on behalf of the Minister.
The day to day operation on the site is branded as QStation.
This report has been prepared by MQS and the Office of Environment and Heritage. The report
satisfies condition 221 to 225 of the Conditions of Planning Approval (Clause 243 determination
report – North Head Quarantine Station proposal).
Management and reporting on the site is based on the quadruple-bottom line objectives for
the site.
These objectives cover the following dimensions:
1. Environmental;

3. Social;

2. Cultural;

4. Economic;
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2.

OVERALL SUSTAINABILITY

2.1

Means of measuring sustainability

MQS has developed an Integrated Monitoring and Adaptive Management System (IMAMS) to
monitor the sustainability of the Q Station activity across the environmental, cultural, social and
economic dimensions. Following are the four components of the IMAMS and its nine optimal
conditions that define sustainability on the site. If this integrated set of environmental, cultural,
social and economic optimal conditions can be simultaneously achieved, then the operation
could be nearing a full state of sustainability. The IMAMS measures how close the operation is
to this desired position, and introduces changes to management practices to bring it closer.

1. OPTIMAL CONDITIONS

Environmental

Cultural

Social

Economic

The key elements of
the natural
environment are
maintained

Cultural heritage is
maintained in good
condition

Visitation patterns reflect
forecasts

The Q Station business
is financially viable

Customer’s expectations are
met

Business partnerships
are mutually beneficial

Operational
consumption of
resources is efficient

Visitors recognise key site
values and protocols
The operation has a positive
profile among stakeholders
and the local community

2. INTEGRATED MONITORING SYSTEM

3. ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Figure 2.1

The integrated monitoring and adaptive management system and its
nine optimal conditions that define sustainability on the site

The IMAMS is monitoring and reporting over 150 indicators. It is proposed that these indicia will
be reviewed and the reporting criteria reduced as relevant to the state of the site and the
business.
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2.2 Sustainability Index
2.2.1 Overall Performance
The overall sustainability of the activity scored 0.94 out of 1 or 94% in 2013 and 2014.
During this period there were excellent performances in achieving social sustainability with a
score of 1.00 in both years. Mawland remains concerned as to the economic performance
sustainability of the site. Anecdotally Mawland believes that this could be due to each and all
of the following:
•

Demands as to governance placed on site by the Conditions of Approval

•

Unreasonable burdens of financial expectations in Lease

•

Unusual nature of the site causing additional staffing and transport demands

•

High cost of compliance with Conditions of Approval which require modification.

The economic performance of QStation during this reporting period has shown improvement
over the corresponding period in 2012 but performance in 2013-14 has still not reached that of
comparable properties in the market segment. The extensive and complex environmental
compliance continues to soak up significant management expertise that would normally be
focussed on further business stimulus and cost management.
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Figures 2.2 show that the activity from 2013 to 2014 was steady in overall sustainability at 0.94
out of 1 or 94%.
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T a b l e 2 . 1 - Historic Performance of Sustainability Index and its four dimensions
Report

Environmental

Cultural

So c ia l

E c o n o m ic

1-10-2007

1.00

0.94

0.88

1.00

0.96

1-4-2008

0.99

0.93

0.98

1.00

0.97

31-12-2008

0.84

0.68

0.87

0.63

0.76

30-6-2009

0.90

0.68

0.91

0.59

0.77

31-12-2009

0.91

0.71

0.87

0.67

0.79

30-6-2010

0.95

0.88

0.86

0.66

0.84

30-12-2010

0.92

0.88

0.92

0.66

0.84

30-12-2011

Audit

96%

30-12-2012

Audit

96%

30-12-2013

0.94

0.90

1.00

0.93

0.94

30-12-2014

0.91

0.90

1.00

0.93

0.935(0.94)
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3.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACHIEVEMENTS

3.1

Summary Reporting on headline indicators

Quarantine Station’s natural environment is looking very healthy. The IMAMS suggest scores of
0.94 and 0.91 suggest high level of environmental consideration and effort of resources.
The scorecard suggests that:
✓
✓

The key elements of the natural environment are being maintained
Operational consumption of resources are efficient.

The strongest performing areas were the minimisation of any impacts associated with traffic,
light, soil and erosion, waste and resource use. Some of these are areas are discussed below.
The weaker performing areas were long-nosed bandicoot health and predator and pest
control (see case studies below).
Headline indicator Native Vegetation Health, the monitored fuel load in Quarantine Station
bushland areas, was within the acceptable range except for the site west of Building P1.
Increased leaf drop in response to the very dry winter may be the cause of the increased fuel
loads. NPWS will continue to monitor and where appropriate prepare treatment proposals.
The 2012 Environmental Audit confirmed very high levels of environmental responsibility and
achievements since commencement of the Lease and operation of the business. The key
elements of the natural environment are being maintained and operational consumption of
resources is efficient.
3.2

E n v i r o n m e n t a l M a n a g e m e n t and S u s t a i n a b i l i t y

Energy
QStation is constantly balancing saving energy with re-use of a heritage site which has aging,
but heritage protected, infrastructure. The retrofitting or new installation of “green” energy
infrastructure is generally not available to us, so we aim for sustainability however possible in
limited constraints. So far as possible cars are excluded from the site and all visitors are
transported in our small buses to ensure serenity and protection of the flora and fauna.
Waste
We have a worm farm on site and our chef plans to install a vegetable garden in the near
future. Kitchen waste is monitored biocycled and separated. Our waste disposal protocols
ensure all waste is cleaned and separated for recycling, minimising land fill and general waste.
Pest and predator control is organic. Natural bush trimmings are mulched and used on site for
gardens and compost.
Water
Roof Water is recycled by equipment installed for garden watering and there are external
showers at the beach which use rainwater. Some waste water is installed for outdoor use. We
plan to install a solar farm to contribute to our electricity use and for educational purposes. We
are not permitted to install solar fixtures on the building due to their heritage nature. Our shower
heads have restricted flow. Grey water in Buildings P11 and 12 is recycled- these are the only
buildings capable of retro installation of this system.
Recycling
Products used on site are wherever possible environmentally compatible and laundry, guest
supplies and cleaning products are environmentally friendly. We request our guests to be
environmentally considerate with their use of towels, linen and products on site. Recycling is
used wherever possible and all paper products and glass are recycled.
During renovations and upgrading of the site materials were reused and recycled wherever
possible, often using traditional heritage methods and craftspeople. Accommodation rooms
Sustainability Report Q Station 2013-14
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are not air-conditioned, but are cooled by airflow and ceiling fans. Our wide verandahs give
shade and protection from the heat to accommodation rooms. All buildings have been
retrofitted with insulation wherever possible and roof sheeting/tiles have been coated with a
reflective paint to promote cooling.
The adaptive re-use of the site is the ultimate form of recycling!
Accor’s management of the site ensures compliance with the strict environmental compliance
policies of the Accor Group, in particular as regards recycling, acquisitions and cleaning
supplies.
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Tables 3.1 Performance of Environmental Headline Indicators 2013 to 2014
Index Environment Jan 2013 to Jun/Dec 2013
Long nosed bandicoot population health

0.50

Fauna and flora health

1.00

Little penguin population health

1.00

Seagrass Health

1.00

Predators and pests

0.83

Native vegetation health

0.97

Noise impacts

1.00

Light impacts

1.00

Storm water quality and quantity

1.00

Erosion and runoff

1.00

Resource use

1.00

Waste generation

1.00

Environment index

0.94

Index Environment Jan 2014 to Dec 2014
Long nosed bandicoot population health

0.33

Fauna and flora health

1.00

Little penguin population health

1.00

Seagrass Health

1.00

Predators and pests

0.75

Native vegetation health

0.83

Noise impacts

1.00

Light impacts

1.00

Storm water quality and quantity

1.00

Erosion and runoff

1.00

Resource use

1.00

Waste generation

1.00

Environment index

0.91
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3.3 Case Studies
Weed Management
Our Weed management and planting, land management and soil erosion prevention is
undertaken by Go Gardening, under the direction of Mawland Director Max Player. Weeds are
controlled around roads to prevent break-up of verge infrastructure. Particular attention has
been paid to eradication of pampas grass on site, particularly in carparks and to education of
the contractor’s employees as to the components of our national environment, flora and
fauna.
The Foundation for National Parks and Wildlife offers every QStation guest the opportunity to
buy a small paperweight frog, proceeds of which assist national park revegetation throughout
NSW and on site. This was a project designed and now administered by QStation. The card
given to each guest with the frog is pictured above
QStation’s commitment is that up to 10% of all revenue is allocated to conservation and
maintenance of the environment and heritage buildings. Our websites, collateral, room
compendiums and all directional/ interpretive signage on site stresses our policy of minimal
interference with the environment of the site, its flora and fauna and in particular the native
animals which we steward on behalf of our guests.
It is part of our goal that guests will leave Q Station with a better understanding and
appreciation of why and how this amazing boutique hotel is managed, and a better
understanding of the importance of our cultural and natural heritage.
North Head Pest Control Programme
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) have
run a co-ordinated, cross tenure vertebrate pest
control programme across North Head for several
years. The program targets European red fox (Vulpes
vulpes), wild rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus), and feral
cats (Feliscatus).
Rabbits impact the environment through competition
with native mammals for food resources and
predation of native seeds and seedlings, including the
Eastern Suburbs Banksia Scrub Endangered Ecological
Community. Rabbits cause increased erosion and loss
of amenity through burrowing and digging and may
provide a food source for foxes.

A fox approaching a 1080 poison ejector. The
image was captured on a monitoring camera at
North Head. Source: OEH.

Rabbit numbers are monitored by spotlighting and
controlled by late night ground shooting and
biological (virus) control. During 2013-14, rabbit abundance on North Head reached high
levels, which caused visible damage to lawns, embankments and garden beds. In response
NPWS introduced Rabbit Haemorrhagic Disease Virus (RHDV) into the North Head rabbit
population in April 2014. This was followed up with two rounds of shooting across North Head.
By July 2014, recorded rabbit numbers were within the deemed acceptable range.
Foxes and cats predate on native mammals, reptiles and birds and present a serious threat to
North Head’s endangered populations of Little Penguins (Eudyptula minor) and Long-nosed
Bandicoots (Peramelesnasuta). North Head does not have a resident population of foxes or
feral cats, however, due to the constant potential for these pest species to move onto the
headland, NPWS conducts 6 weekly 1080 poison baiting so that the potential for foxes to
establish on the headland is limited.
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Monitoring Threatened Fauna Populations
The local populations of Little Penguin (Eudyptula minor) and Long-nosed Bandicoot
(Peramelesnasuta) are classified as endangered populations under the NSW Threatened
Species Conservation Act 1995. Manly’s Little Penguin Population is the only mainland
population in NSW. The North Head Long-nosed Bandicoot Population is geographically
isolated from other populations, making it vulnerable. Both populations are at risk from
introduced predators (foxes, dogs and cats), with the little penguins also at risk of limited food
resources and injury from boating and/or fishing activity. The long-nosed bandicoot population
is also at risk from road mortality, habitat loss through clearing or fire, disease and genetic
depression due to its small size and isolation. The Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) in
conjunction with NPWS and local land managers are implementing recovery programs for both
these populations.
Both endangered populations occur at the Quarantine Station; penguins nest along the
foreshore and bandicoot can readily be observed foraging on QS lawns from dusk till dawn.
Restrictions were placed on the Quarantine Station hotel operation to mitigate impacts of
increased noise, light, visitor activity, boating activity and road traffic on these populations.
Under the Conditions of Planning Approval OEH is required to monitor the health of these
populations. The results of monitoring indicate that:
•

There has been no discernible impact from Quarantine Station operations on Little
Penguin’s breeding burrow and artificial nest box use to date (2014).

•

From 2013 to 2014 there has been a reduction in Long-nosed Bandicoot foraging activity
on the Quarantine Station site, with 7 out of 8 monitoring events recording lower activity
than the pre-lease established natural range. However, a similar result has been
recorded at bandicoot monitoring sites at North Fort and Artillery Drive. The reasons for
this result are not known and the population will continue to be monitored for longer term
trends.

•

Road mortality continues to be the most recorded cause of death for the North Head
Long-nosed Bandicoots, accounting for 20 recorded deaths in 2013 and 9 deaths in 2014.
North Head Scenic Drive, between Parkhill Arch and the Quarantine Station, and Darley
Road are bandicoot road mortality hotspots. Other causes of mortality are less readily
observable.

Long-nosed bandicoot. Source: OEH
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4.

CULTURAL HERITAGE ACHIEVEMENTS

4.1

Summary reporting on the headline indicators

The Quarantine Station’s cultural environment overall index score remained steady at 0.90 out
of 1 for 2013 and 2014. Overall the cultural heritage is being maintained in good condition.
The strongest performing areas were the Moveable Heritage Collection. This area continues to
be constantly monitored, curated and restored and there have been improvements to the
efficiency of and displays in the Visitor’s centre and Interpretation. The Collection has been
largely catalogued and is gradually being placed on E Hive to allow better public access to
the Moveable Heritage Items, this new technology is allowing efficient use of the collection for
researchers, educators and students.
Monthly Reports are prepared by our Curator as to Collection Management and Research,
Public Enquiries, signage and display development, intern and volunteer management and
Grant applications.
During 2013-14 MQS again spent considerable resources on stabilising road edges, asphalting
junctions and re-sealing several sections of road and paths across the site. Bicycle and walking
lanes have been marked out and the smaller front gate is left open in daylight hours to allow
cyclists and walkers to access the site on these tracks, with the help of maps available at
Reception and improved wayfinding signage.
Progressive maintenance painting continues to all buildings on site. Every six months all buildings
continue to be washed down and touched up as necessary with paint or sealant. The interior
of rooms is also progressively maintained. Some buildings also need further conservation works
especially those exposed to more extreme weather, which is accelerating wear and tear.
The weakest performing cultural area was cultural landscape condition. MQS has still not been
able to fully address seeking to bring the site back to Aviation Phase landscaping. The aviation
phase cannot be represented because of the management of Endangered Eastern Sydney
Banksia Scrub in some areas. Site wide plans should be reviewed to note regrowth resulting in
constant non- compliance with proposed clearance.
In addition, the inscriptions have fallen outside the acceptable range. The inscriptions last
received conservation in 2007-2008. The Inscriptions on site continue to be the subject of a
major study by the University of Sydney, supported by Mawland and a grant from the Australian
Research Council. This is detailed below in a case study. Subject to Heritage approval Mawland
intends to repaint the inscriptions with assistance from University of Sydney on completion of
‘Stories from the Sandstone’ research.
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Tables 4.1 Performance of Cultural Headline Indicators 2013 to 2014
Index Cultural Jan 2013 to Jun/Dec 2013
Building condition

1.00

Infrastructure condition

1.00

Cultural landscape condition

1.00

Moveable heritage collection condition

0.50

Aboriginal Sites condition

1.00

Cultural index

0.90

Index Cultural Jan 2014 to Dec 2014
Building condition

1.00

Infrastructure condition

1.00

Cultural landscape condition

0.50

Moveable heritage collection condition

1.00

Aboriginal Sites Condition

1.00

Cultural index

0.90
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4.2

Case Studies

Stories from the Sandstone
Mawland and the University of Sydney were the joint recipients of an Australian Research
Council Grant in 2012-15 for research and academic exploration of the many stone inscriptions
on site, and this will result in the collation of a data base and display of the ‘Stories from the
Sandstone’. These inscriptions tell important stories about the heritage of Sydney, the journeys
of immigrants to Australia and our maritime past. The University has architects and students on
site regularly who, when working outdoors are always willing to discuss the project with guests
and display our hidden treasures.
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5.

SOCIAL ACHIEVEMENTS

5.1

Summary Reporting on Headline Indicators

The Quarantine Station’s social environment is in good condition. The IMAMS suggest high levels
of social responsibility and achievements over 2013 and 2014, with an overall index score of
1.00 and 1.00 respectively. Social responsibility has been consistently the strongest aspect of
the sustainability of the activity. The scorecard suggests:
✓

Visitation patterns reflect forecasts;

✓

Customer’s expectations are being met and feedback is good;

✓

Visitors recognise key site values and protocols

✓

the operation has a positive profile among stakeholders and the local community.

There were strong performances across every social headline indicator, including training,
minimal impact awareness, customer satisfaction and low level of customer complaints.
Mawland’s key objective has been to provide unique accommodation of contemporary
comfort while allowing and displaying recognisable heritage features in every area of our site
whilst ensuring profitability. Extensive publicity and marketing of the site, highlighting
sustainability, conservation, adaptive reuse and the cultural and the fascinating history of the
site has led to QStation being one of the emerging icons of Sydney tourism.
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Tables 5.1 Performance of Social Headline Indicators 2013 to 2014
Index Social Jan 2013 to June-December 2013
Visitor access

1.00

Visitor numbers

1.00

Representation of leisure target market

1.00

Emotional responses of leisure target market

1.00

Satisfaction of leisure target market

1.00

Customer complaints

1.00

Minimal Impact Code

1.00

Staff and contractor training

1.00

Public perceptions

1.00

Media

1.00

Partnerships

1.00

Research opportunities

1.00

Public complaints

1.00

Local employment

1.00

Social index

1.00

Index Social Jan 2014 to December 2014
Visitor access

1.00

Visitor numbers

1.00

Representation of leisure target market

1.00

Emotional responses of leisure target market

1.00

Satisfaction of leisure target market

1.00

Customer complaints

1.00

Minimal Impact Code

1.00

Staff and contractor training

1.00

Public perceptions

1.00

Media

1.00

Partnerships

1.00

Research opportunities

1.00

Public complaints

1.00

Local employment

1.00

Social index

1.00
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5.2

Case Studies

Mawland and QStation- active members of the tourism community 2013-14.
Tourism and Transport Forum (TTF)

Mawland/ QStation was selected by TTF to cowrite a lengthy submission to all TTF members on
adaptive re-use and use of heritage properties in
the tourism sector.

Australian National Landscapes Committee for

Our Directors Max Player and Suzanne Stanton
both sit on the ANLCSH, and have been seconded
to the steering committee of that group. The
Sydney Harbour National Landscape has been
lauded as the best prepared of all the National
Landscapes on inception and Mawland has been
recognised as having a very significant input to
the success (see case study below).

Sydney Harbour

SKAL

QStation is a member of the largest international
association of tourism professionals, and uses this
forum to network with wholesalers, agents and
transport providers from around the globe. In 2013
QStation was awarded the coveted worldwide
SKAL Prize for Sustainable Tourism (Urban
Accommodation) for our contribution to the
conservation of natural and cultural heritage,
community involvement, educational features,
business viability and innovation. This international
award has increased awareness of QStation
around the world.

ACCOR Group

Accor, with all its worldwide resources and
expertise manages QStation, and accordingly
QStation is involved in Accor’s tourism marketing
and association memberships.

Local Tourism Groups

We are developing joint projects with the Manly
Art Gallery to co-create exhibitions, art workshops
and community art events; cross-pollinating with
aligned out-of- the classroom education
organisations such as Land’s Edge in Chowder
Bay, discussing joint programming with Australia
Museum, offering our site as venue for quarterly
Teach
Meets, and
regularly
hold joint
programming for school groups with Ghost Boy
author, Felicity Pulman.

Staff Induction
The New Q Station Induction is designed to introduce the staff to the history of the site in an
engaging, interactive way. The 2-hour activity is a designed as an “amazing race” in which
teams are issued with visual clues to lead them from one precinct to another. Their own
knowledge of the site, no matter how limited, guides them. As staff walk around with our
Education Department Manager, they have the opportunity to share some quarantine
tales, discuss the current use of buildings, safety and heritage considerations, as well as consider
the site’s importance as a National Park, including the plants & wildlife that are protected
here. Staff make their way on foot (i.e. from the perspective of most of our guests) to learn some
history of the areas in which they work, to go to areas and hear about departments in which
they don’t work and to meet people from across the business. It is a rare opportunity for staff to
interact with each other and the site outside of their usual roles and activities, thereby gaining
an overview of the site and the business as a whole. In addition, our staff receives specific
instruction in cultural awareness, particularly about the indigenous heritage of the site, and are
Sustainability Report Q Station 2013-14
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required to always respect the environment and our significant cultural history, both indigenous
and post-colonial.
Community Engagement
We are active members of the North Head Stakeholder’s Group and participate in all that
Group’s activities, in particular the construction of traffic calming devices on scenic drive to
protect the endangered bandicoot population. Many of our staff are trained and active
members of WIRES. We regularly invite members of local community groups on site to promote
the re-use and sustainability of our operations. QStation is a member of the Sustainable Building
Council and our Directors have been requested to speak at many conferences and symposiums
about sustainable use of the site-for example:
• TTF- Adaptive Re-Use Paper and Conference Presentation Canberra 2013
• Point Nepean Quarantine Station Working Group (Vic)
• ARC Stories from the Sandstone Conference Dinner 2014
Examples of Groups who have come on site for recreational/educative purpose in 2013/14 are:
• Public and Private primary and Secondary schools
• Probus and Rostrum Groups
• National Maritime Museum Members Tour
• National Trust Members Tour
Media and Peer commentary
“A stunningly beautiful and lovingly restored retreat…stands alongside Sydney Harbour icons The
Sydney Opera House and the Sydney Harbour Bridge….as one of the emerging icons of Sydney
Tourism” (SKAL Sustainable Development in Tourism World Award Citation 2013)
“A vibrant cultural tourism operation within (an) iconic heritage site” (Peter Todman, Manager
Property Services Section NPWS 12 March 2014)
“A hidden gem-one of Sydney’s best kept secrets” (Jennifer Ennion –Travel and Tourism Media)
“One of our favourite spots…” (Australian Bride Magazine March 2013)
"This is the best thing since the bridge climb... the whole experience is something that Sydney
should be very proud of... It's Australia's equivalent to Ellis Island” Leading Sydney Radio Station
2UE’s Steve Price in conversation with Sydney Magazine’s Mark Chipperfield
“Our tried-and-tested edit of 25 must-dos for locals and visitors alike” July 2014, TIME OUT
MAGAZINE
Tours, Education and Visitor Services
To demonstrate the property at its best, Q Station offers customers a range of historical, cultural,
natural and paranormal tours to share the heritage of the site, and a range of seasonal packages
encompassing accommodation, dining and tours.
Our free museum and short tour programme are available at all times.
As guests walk around Q Station, there are many interpretive signs that detail the history of the site
and displays of the heritage artefacts used on site since 1830! Spend time with our Artist in residence
or the onsite archaeologists who are investigating the many stone inscriptions on site.
Our Ghost Tours have become a rite of passage for young and old Sydneysiders and visitors.
QStation offers a series of ghost and paranormal tours and adventures to tourists, each of which
includes information about the history of the site and its occupants. From time to time we offer
drama performances and many television and film programmes have been filmed in our unique
and historically correct environs.
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QStation operates a number of interactive tours and educational experiences, which are designed
in concert with the school curricula of the NSW government to allow students of all ages to explore
the history of the site with a contemporary perspective. Our educational tours have been enjoyed
by over 25 000 students and teachers since opening. One very popular programme is “Ghost Boy”
which is inspired by the children’s book of the same name by Felicity Pulman, who regularly lectures
and gives workshops on site. Teacher’s resource kits are provided with all tours. Other tours explore
medical history, archaeology, environmental management, sustainability, the class system and art.
We offer all adult/corporate conferences the opportunity to include a module about the history of
the site.
A monthly lecture series is offered free to visitors about the site and historical/medical issues.

Harbour Hopper and Zoo2Q Luxe Walking Product
In 2014, (in partnership with Sydney Harbour Eco Hopper, Taronga Zoo, and Sydney Coast Walks
(and with support from NPWS) has established a luxe walking product Zoo2Q. This 3 day walking
experience from the Zoo to the Q Station incorporating luxury accommodation and fabulous food
has captured the imagination of the Australian and Overseas media and promises to be one of the
highlights of every visit to Sydney!, The walk starts in the heart of Sydney at Circular Quay, traverses
the Harbour by ferry, then treats guests to a behind the scenes tour of the Zoo, then a 15km guided
walk to QStation, with fine dining, a pop up picnic and optional ghost or history tours at QStation.
The idea of the Zoo to Q Walk was born from the close relationship QStation developed with Richard
Ford leading up to and during the TTF and National Landscapes Committee meetings. Max Player
had long had a vision for a Harbour Hopper which joined the iconic water accessible parts of
Sydney with the QStation, as we see access by water as an integral part of the arrival experience
here.
The Harbour Hopper has been a success and the strategic value of that relationship caused
QStation and Richard Ford to look at other experiences such as whale watching, which would
enhance the use of QStation wharf and also provide another access/loading point for the ferry as
it moved towards the Heads for whale watching. Richard and QStation also had a good relationship
with the Zoo and saw a natural link between the products offered by each and the incredible
coastline between Zoo and Q.
An iconic walk seemed to naturally link these iconic experiences- proved by its inclusion for example
in the recent Sydney bucket list of Time Out Magazine. Charlotte Prouse, (ex NPWS) had been on
a walk in New Zealand, and her inspiring stories of the walk, food and luxe experience were inspiring.
Charlotte also secured the interest of NPWS in the project.
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Paul Davies from Taronga Park Zoo sat on the QStation Community Committee in 2012 and 2013
and saw firsthand how the educational experience of Q would also enhance the Sydney
experience of Zoo visitors. Sydney Coast Walks was the natural partner to pull the whole experience
together because of their sheer enthusiasm and expertise.
Operations – Staff education 2013-14
In 2013-2014 QStation staff were enrolled in the following continuing training courses• People-ology training & Hotel Orientation & Induction – 21 staff
• Quality Tools – 1 staff
• Tools for Supervisors – 6 staff
• HOD 101 Finance – 1 staff
• In sync Event (GM’s conference) – Zac Hope
• HOD Leadership conference - 2 staff
• Opera Revision Session - 2 staff
• F&B Futures – 1 staff
• Ambassadors training -4 staff x pa.
• First Aid training – 16 Staff
• Digital Workshop - 3 staff
• Biz Box Tools to enhance business agility – 1 staff
• People-ology 2.0 Training – 3 staff
• Master class training – 1 staff
• Warden/Fire Evacuation
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6.

ECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENTS

6.1

Summary Reporting on Headline Indicators

The condition of Quarantine Station’s economic environment is healthier than in previous years.
The overall economic index was 0.93 out of 1 for 2013 and 2014. However, the economic
viability is still a challenge to the sustainability of QStation. Revenue remains strong but the Q
Station is taking longer than expected to become financially viable. The conference business
is strong and has financially made a significant contribution to the economic performance.
Full financial information is shared with NPWS on a confidential basis.
The weakest performing economic areas were occupancy levels, yield and profitability.
Business performance is constrained by some Conditions of Approval, such as the impost to
maintain some accommodation as authentic rather than ensuited rooms, resulting in less
availability of the type of accommodation sought by guests. The commercial yield is reduced
accordingly.
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Tables 6.1 Performance of Economic Headline Indicators 2013 to 2014
Index Economic Jan 2013 to Jun/Dec 2013
Occupancy levels

0.90

Repeat visitors

1.00

Revenue

1.00

Room rates

1.00

Yield

0.80

Profitability

0.71

Staff retention

1.00

OEH lease partnership

1.00

Economic index

0.93

Index Economic Jan 2014 to Dec 2014
Occupancy levels

0.90

Repeat visitors

1.00

Revenue

1.00

Room rates

1.00

Yield

0.80

Profitability

0.71

Staff retention

1.00

OEH lease partnership

1.00

Economic index

0.93
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6.2

Case Studies

Operations –Guests with Special Needs
When special needs are identified by a guest on booking, or noted by our staff on client check
in, QStation acts to ensure that the unique stay offered at QStation is just as exciting and
comfortable for that person as our other guests.
Special dietary needs

Chef has designed a dedicated menu to
accommodate vegetarians, vegans, gluten free
guests and other special needs and allergies.
These are marked on our menu cards and buffets
and guests are invited to advise chef of their
preferences in this regard either in advance or
when in house.

Less-abled guests

QStation has two accessible accommodation
rooms that have an open plan bathroom with
disabled fitting, ramp to the room & lower door
handles etc. In addition to this we have
designated disabled parking bays within both of
our car parks and in addition if a guest with special
needs stays in an accommodation room they can
drive onsite and park at the designated parking
area closest to the accommodation rooms to
which they are then escorted by a hotel bus.
Transportation throughout the site is by 12 seater
buses we have a step ladder than can assist the
elderly or injured stepping onto/off the buses.
Patrons with mobility difficulties are permitted to
utilise their own car on site, if accompanied by a
member of staff.

Languages other than English

Many our staff members are fluent in languages
other than English (Mandarin, Portuguese, Korean,
French, Spanish, Nepalese, Japanese) special
tours can be arranged in several languages by
arrangement.

Educational Groups

With its exceptional natural beauty, original
historic buildings and a poignant history, the
Quarantine Station offers a unique and diverse
range of stimulating, interactive education
programs for primary, secondary and tertiary
students. School Holiday Programs are also
available for Vacation Care Centres. All our
education programs
are
designed
to
complement the key learning areas of English,
HSIE, PDHPE, Drama, History, and Biology.
Each program includes a comprehensive
Teacher's Resource Kit with:
•
Suggested pre- and post visit activities
•
Explicit Outcomes and links to Key
Learning Areas
•
Outline of the experience components
•
Overview of the history of the Quarantine
Station
•
A bibliography and a list of suggested
resources
•
Primary source material booklet and
worksheets
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Special interest Groups

Our
specialised
website
Quarantine
Station.com.au has details of all group tours and
activities available on site for groups of all ages.
Our programs may be extended to full day
programs & can be customised to meet specific
learning goals & interests. QStation operates
private history and ghost tours for 15 people or
above any day of the week (subject to
availability). Our Quarantine Wander (45 minute)
& Quarantine Station Story (2 hour) tours are
popular with groups of friends, Probus, senior,
walking & social groups.

QStation-a meeting point for locals
Such a precious site has required the cooperation of the local community to ensure that
Mawland’s reuse of the site is both appropriate and beneficial for the people of NSW, who
ultimately own the site. QStation has become a meeting point for the Manly community-be it
ladies coffee mornings, family reunions, sporting boot camps and challenges, team building
adventures or school excursions. We are a favourite on the group bus programmes of Rotary,
Probus and Senior Citizens associations and regularly feature in the Manly Daily. In particular
when QStation won the Green Globe and SKAL Awards (see above) last year we received highly
favourable stories in the Daily, congratulating us.
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7.

COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES AND ALLIANCES

7.1

Case Studies

Community Programmes 2013-14
•
•
•
•

QStation has developed programmes linking our operations and Museum with the Manly
Community Art Gallery, the Manly Food and Wine Fair, The Jazz Festival (by hosting
umbrella events) and the Manly Information Booths and Chamber of Commerce.
We hold 2 large open days per year where all areas of the site are open to the wider public
and where a fair like atmosphere prevails.
Wherever appropriate commercial arrangements are made within the local community
Many public and private schools with which we have developed ongoing co-creation of
programming to meet the needs of the teachers and their students regularly repeat visits
to QStation. For example, for the past 4 years, St John’s Parks High School has launched
the academic year in February with an extended all-day Search for Better Health program.
Before and after each visit, the teachers and our Education Staff consult to create and
refine the learning experience for the students.

Alliances with Government and Charity
• Alliances have also been developed with the National Parks and Wildlife Service of NSW,
the North Head Sanctuary, the Foundation for National Parks and Wildlife, Conservation
Volunteer Groups, Manly Council and various volunteer groups to ensure public access
and celebration of the history of the site. Mawland has chosen to immerse itself into the
local community and has supports charities such as the Far West Children’s Home,
Rainbow Club of Australia, the Benevolent Society, Bear Cottage, The Schizophrenia
Association of Australia, Walking Associations, Pensioner Groups, and Indigenous Groups
with monetary support and access to the site for functions and respite. Internationally
Mawland supports the Sala Bai Hotel School in Cambodia financially and practically.
• The Foundation for National Parks and Wildlife offers every QStation guest the opportunity
to buy a small paperweight frog, proceeds of which assist national park revegetation
throughout NSW and on site. This was a project designed and now administered by
QStation.
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8.

COMMUNITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE

We are privileged to have community input into interpretation and public use of the site through
our Community Committee which meets during the year to discuss ways in which the local and
state community can access and receive education about the quarantine station. This group
considers natural heritage, built heritage, indigenous relevance and interpretation of the past.
The Quarantine Station Community Committee (QSCC) met once in 2013. It was the inauguaral
meeting of QSCC term 3. The main items discussed at this meeting focussed on the new terms
of reference and meeting procedures. Afterwards Q station staff took the group on a tour of the
site covering both the history of the Quarantine Station and its redevelopment as Q Station.
In 2014 OEH hosted three QSCC meetings and two workshops on the proposed modifications to
the planning approval. Main items discussed at the 2014 meetings included the modifications to
the planning approval, the Sydney University Inscriptions Archaelogical and History Project,
reconstruction of buildings P21 and P23, Oral History Project and updates on the Lecture Series.
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9.

OEH STATEMENT ON COMPLIANCE WITH DEVELOPMENT APPROVALS 2013-2014

The Quarantine Station redevelopment has an extensive and complex development approval
involving 233 conditions. Some of these conditions establish further approval processes for sitewide plans and detailed construction proposals. Other conditions specify the nature of visitor
activities permissible on the site, whilst a further suite of conditions is focused on the monitoring
and public reporting of environmental performance, compliance with approvals and visitor
impacts.
9.1

Progress in implementing development approvals

Implementation of the Conditions of Approval falls both on the Office of Environment and
Heritage (OEH) and their Quarantine Station lessee, Mawland Quarantine Station Pty Ltd
(MQS).
The graph below shows the completion status of the Conditions of Approval in March 2013. It
reveals that 77.4% of conditions were implemented or ongoing, with 6% of conditions behind
the approved schedule or non-compliant/unknown.
One key delayed deliverable is the achievement of water transport targets. MQS encourages
visitor access to the site by a regular ferry service and it is expected that public uptake will
improve but this deliverable is contingent on a change in public behaviour. Several conditions
are unknown and require advice from MQS including Access Strategy Review and
Infrastructure Control Plan (Part 2 covering water and fire services) and review and
endorsement of the Interpretation Plan.

Completion Status of Conditions of Approval March 2013
7.1%

1.8% 4.20%
Fully complete

9.2%

29.6%

Ongoing
Partially implemented
Not yet due

48.1%

Delayed or non-compliant
Not Known

Figure 9.1 Completion Status of Conditions of Planning Approvals as of March 2013
9.2

Compliance with development approvals

Consistent with its responsibilities under the planning approval and lease, OEH maintained
regulatory oversight of the Quarantine Station construction and operations programs.
OEH continued undertaking compliance monitoring during 2013-14. Most of compliance
inquiries were for minor or temporary matters that were readily resolved by MQS or OEH. The
more serious and/or reoccurring compliance matters are summarised below.
9.3

Construction program timeline.

MQS confirms that all stages of work are now complete and MQS has have moved to an
ongoing maintenance programme for all buildings and infrastructure. There is some work still to
be completed on site (eg: P21 & P23).
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Table 9.1 Serious and/or reoccurring matters investigated by OEH.
Reference of
Condition of
Planning
Approval
(CoPA)
CoPA
90 - 94, &NPW
Act & TSC Act

CoPA 106(i) and
EPA legislation

CoPA
90-94 &NPW Act
& TSC Act

CoPA
90 -94 &NPW Act
& TSC Act

Finding

Date

Location

Actions to
Mitigate Impacts
of NonCompliance

Actions to
prevent
recurrence of
non-compliance

Walking track
cleared
through
bushland
between
buildings A18
and S1
without
approval.

July 2013

between
buildings
A18 and S1
and of
Building P22

MQS was advised to
undertake a treatment
proposal for the A18-S1
track for OEH approval
prior to further works
occurring on this asset.
This work was later
assessed by OEH and
no further work was
required.

MQS to consult and
submit required
documentation to
OEH prior to approval
for proposed
vegetation removal.

Sewage
Overflow
event at Old
Man’s Hat
due to pump
failure and
associated
alarm at the
main sewer
pumping
station.

Sept 2013

near Old
Man’s Hat

OEH reported the
incident to the
Environment Protection
Authority (EPA).

Both OEH and MQS
are now confident
that the new
installations and the
ongoing
investigations will
substantially reduce
the risk of sewage
overflow events
arising from pump
failure.

Clearing of
native
vegetation
within the
First-Class
Precinct.

May 2014

First-Class
Precinct

Approval for
vegetation clearing
and thinning for hazard
reduction purposes
was granted through
the approval of a
Review of
Environmental Factors
(REF) in 2010. Approval
of this REF was
conditional on various
conditions being
fulfilled prior to and
during execution of the
works. MQS did not
notify OEH prior to the
clearing work being
undertaken.

This work was within
the scope of bushfire
hazard reduction and
no further work was
required. For future
vegetation clearing
MQS to consult and
submit required
documentation to
OEH prior to
approval.

Clearing of
native
vegetation to
create tracks
within the
Third-Class
Precinct.

May 2014

Linking the
Second
Cemetery
with the
former
Bridle Path
at the back
of Building
P22 and the
footings of
the former
Building
P21.

MQS undertook
clearing for tracks
through native
bushland specifically
walking tracks linking
the Second Cemetery
with the former Bridle
Path at the back of
Building P22 and the
footings of the former
Building P21. New
track entrances were
closed and
rehabilitation plan
provided to OEH for

MQS to consult and
submit required
documentation to
OEH prior to approval
for proposed
vegetation removal.
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Reference of
Condition of
Planning
Approval
(CoPA)

Finding

Date

Location

Actions to
Mitigate Impacts
of NonCompliance

Actions to
prevent
recurrence of
non-compliance

the regeneration of
vegetation on the
track. The track is no
longer used
CoPA 201

Amplified
noise in
outdoor
areas.

May-June
2010
ongoing

Boilerhouse
Restaurant

Condition 201(a)
prohibits outdoor
amplified music and
noise on the site. MQS
installed audio speakers
in the outdoor dining
area of the Boilerhouse
Restaurant to provide
ambient dining music for
restaurant diners.

This matter had not
been resolved by the
end of 2014. It is
intended that this
matter be reviewed
with Conditions of
Planning Approval
modifications.

Table 9.2 Summary of reportable Incidents and Regulatory Actions
Compliance Type

Agency

Number

Response

Serious Incidents

MQS

5

Detailed above.

Caution letters

Nil

Warning Letters

OEH to MQS

1

Unauthorised vegetation clearing
(for both First Class and Third Class
precincts) official warning 28
October 2014.

Penalty Notices

Nil

Prosecutions

Nil

Others

NPWS to EPA

1

Update on sewerage
incident 23 Jan 2014.
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10.

OTHER MATTERS

10.1

Review of the planning approval conditions

Both MQS and OEH are working with Department of Planning and Environment to commence
the review of to the planning approval conditions for the Quarantine Station conservation and
adaptive reuse project.
The purpose of the review and modifications is to simplify the complex planning, regulatory and
monitoring requirements governing the project, to remove completed or redundant conditions
and, to address ongoing operational problems where compliance is unlikely to be achievable.

11.

SIGNIFICANT RECOMMENDATIONS

The IMAMS reports for this period recommend a number of adaptive management responses
to the poor performing indicators. Table 11.1 presents some of the more significant
recommendations and their implementation status. These recommendations are based on the
thrust of the IMAMS recommendations and additional context from the case studies.
Table 11.1 Significant IMAMS recommendations and their implementation status.
Key Environmental recommendations

Implementation Status

To improve bandicoot activity NPWS has
proposed a reduction in park opening hours to
reduce non-essential night and early morning
road traffic through the headland.

April 2015

NPWS to continue to monitor and control rabbit
populations within QS.

Shooting is scheduled for February 2015 and
another release of calicivirus is scheduled for
March 2015.

NPWS to continue to monitor fuel loads in
bushland and where appropriate prepare fuel
treatment proposals.

ongoing

Key cultural recommendations

Implementation Status

NPWS and Mawland to meet to discuss
interpretation of the cultural landscape. Site
Wide Plan needs review.

December 2015

Subject to Heritage approval and on completion
of ‘Stories from the Sandstone’ research
Mawland to repaint inscriptions with assistance
from University of Sydney.

‘Stories form the Sandstone’ project to run from
2013-15. Expected repaint of inscriptions after this
timeframe.

Key social recommendations

Implementation Status

Nil

Nil

Key economic recommendations

Implementation Status

Mawland continues to progress marketing and
publicity opportunities, explore Modifications
and implement models for increased
occupancy.

Look at commencing modifications of the
Planning Conditions in 2015 to allow this.

Mawland continues to explore methods of
increasing average spend per guest.

ongoing

Adoption of software and stocktaking, with
better menu planning will assist in this area.

completed

Encourage so far as possible walking and cycling
on site to reduce short interval guest shuttle
services.

ongoing
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